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Abstract

This paper describes design strategies for scenario-

based hypermedia, which presents media composite

nodes according to timed scripts. In order to translate

an author’s story into timed scripts within a hyperme-

dia framework, we present a design model with four

different levels of scenario specifications. In these

levels an author specifies details of 1) global structure

described as the hierarchy of composite nodes with se-

quencing relationship between them, 2) detailed struc-

ture of a composite node described as a set of sub-

nodes and navigation flow between them, 3) content

specification of multimedia data, and 4) time and spa-

tial presentation style of media data included in each
node. Design strategies based on the model were ap-

plied to the authoring of a CD-ROM based English

listening course for Japanese students. The design

work was accomplished as a joint project with

English teachers, and our scenario-based hypermedia

system, Videobook, was used as the authoriug plat-

form. This paper reports the details of the design

strategies in each level and discusses how they made

the authoring efficient while promoting the quality of

the course.

1 Introduction

Scenario-based hypermedia is a type of hypermedia

application, in which the basic structure is based on a

written story or a detailed scenario. Although it might

be perceived as a special category for time-based ap-

plications using audiovisual data, its authoring sup-

port is fundamental for the development of qualitative
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applications for the following reasons. First, incop-

rating a story into hypermedia produces well orga-
nized applications in which readers can grasp the au-

thor’s intention by following the story: Second, au-

thors who can write stories are much more numerous

than those who know what hypermedia is. Therefore,

good hypermedia applications can be more easily de-

veloped when based on previously existing stories.

Third, carefully written scenarios c%n be good tem-

plates for similar applications. For example, if we

can write a good scenario for an English learning

course, it can be used to develop other language

courses with much less authoring effort. However,

most hypermedia systems do not incorporate a

methodology for scenario writing, even when accept-

ing audiovisual data. The lack of a methodology is

one of the major reasons why interactive multimedia

application authoring is so hard and expensive.

When we develop a multimedia application based

on a story, it is common to prepare several design

specifications with different abstraction levels, such

as data structure, navigation flow, presentation style,

data content specification, etc. Scenario writing

should be considenxl as a method to design an applica-

tion by integrating such different levels of specifica-

tions. However, the current hypermedia technologies

are dealing with issues related to only one particular

level. For example, we developed a scenario-based

hypermedia s~stem, Videobook [7], which accepts

timed scripts specifying presentation styles of media

data. Although Videdmk has been successful for

presentation oriented applications, it is not ready to

integrate more abstract specification levels. Other

proposed techniques like path mechanism [12], guided

tour [5,1 1], and the Trellis model [8] are also limited

structuring methods which accept only a part of the

specifications. What we really need is, therefore, a

global design model, which consists of fundamental
design levels to describe different specifications, and
global design strategies based d the model.

From these viewpoints we present a design model
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for scenarbbased hypermedia. The model consists of

four design levels 1) global structure described as the

hierarchy of composite nodes with sequencing rela-

tionship between them, 2) detailed structure of a

composite node described as a set of subnodes and
navigation flow between them, 3) content specifica-

tion of multimedia data, and 4) time and spatial pre-

sentation style of media data included in each node.

Design strategies based on this model were applied to

the authoring of a CD-ROM based English listening

course for Japanese students, using Videobook as an

authoring platform.

The course is a typical example of a time-based,

story-oriented hypermedia, where students go through

learning materials according to a predefine path. The

courseware speciilcations were described according to

the design levels and then translated into nodes and

links. The basic strategy was to modularize the large

sized hypermedia structure, so that the authoring be-

came small sized and manageable.
In the next section we describe the four level de-

sign model. Section 3 gives an overview of the

English course and its authoring. Section 4 describes

details of the design strategies and important lessons

learned. Section 5 examines the quality of me English

course and the overall efficiency of the design strate-

gies, and then summarizes the strategies as one pos-

sible scenario writing method for hypermedia.

2 A design model for scenario-based
hypermedia

Recent research work shows the importance of tem-

plates or predefine data structure for improving hy-

permedia quality [1,2,3,10]. We believe that scenario

writing is another important strategy to make hyper-

media structure well organized, so that authors can

present a story, or help readers to reach an intended

goal. From this viewpoint we define a scenario as a

set of specifications to translate an author’s story into

a structured navigation and presentation flow in hy-

permedia framework. Through our experience of de-

veloping a couple of multimedia applications, we

take the following types of specifkation as essential.

1) Global structure The logical structure of ordi-

nary stories is usually hierarchical, such as chapters,

sections, and paragraphs. In this level we describe a

given story as a hierarchy of modules. A module is a
logical unit of a story which is later translated into a

composite node in hypermedia fizunework. It must be
semantically independent from other modules, and

must not have tens of links with them. If the hierar-

chy is large we decompose it into subhierarchies.

This hierarchy decomposition is a basic strategy to

grasp and manage large sized hypermedia structure.

2) Detailed structure This describes a module in

the hierarchy in terms of units of presentation and re-

lationships between them, i.e., nodes and links.

Definition of nodes and links are major design issues

of this level. Basically links are defined as state tran-

sitions rather than semantic relationships (in other

words, they are ‘goto’ links), so timing or conditions

to activate the transition are often specified. Also

transition styles such as ‘scene change,’

‘superimpose,’ or ‘dissolve’ maybe specified

3) Data content specification: This specifies mul-

timedia data content (e.g. description of a video shot

or an audio narration in text form) for each node.

Since those data are c~ted according to this specifka-

tion, its quality can critically affect the authoring

cost. Also, it affects the design work of other levels.

For example, an author must often think what con-

tent to be presented while designing global shcture,

detailed structure, or presentation style.

4) Presentation style This describes the presenta-

tion style of a node. It is essential for user interface

design. At this level window layout and timing of

presentation should be specifkd.

For example, Videobook provides a visual inter-

face to edit a time-based, media composite node

‘scene,’ which specifies when and where media data

and menu buttons are displayed (see Figure 1).

(0,0,
,DY,DT)

Med

~ Window layout

Figure 1: Videobook’s visual scene model

In the figure ‘media’ and ‘trigger’ are object types

that represent media data ~d buttons, respectively.
We can specify their location on the screen and pre-

sentation timing (x,y,t), and their display size and du-

ration time of presentation (dx,dy,dt) as the layout of

three dimensional solids. As for audio, only timing

parameters are meaningful. Data synchronization is

achieved in two ways 1) media &ta and button pre-
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sentation based on the solid layout, and 2) the use of

an “auto trigger,’ a type of trigger which automatically

aqtivates an event at the specified time. Time-based,
video-like browsing buttons are also provided as trig-

gers to ‘play; ‘stop,’ ‘reverse,’ ‘repeat’ and ‘skip’

scenes.

The above four levels are the basis of our design

model for scenario-based hypermedia. Note that num-

bers show only the abstraction level, and the actual

design procedure does not necessarily follow this se-

quence. Also, through our experience, we believe that

any good design model is useless without practical

strategies to apply it. The major purpose of this paper

is therefore to show how we can actually design a

good application using the four levels. For further

discussion, we introduce a case study: the authoring

of a CD-ROM based English listening course.

3 Authoring of a CD-ROM based
English listening course

3.1 Background

Language lcaming is a promising multimedia applica-

tion domain because ofi 1) the need for a good lan-

guage learning courseware is great and becoming even

greater, 2) plenty of learning methods (i.e. stories)

and audiovisual learning materials have been accumu-

lated, and 3) evaluation can be easily made when

compared to other applications. The development of a

CD-ROM based English listening course is an cmgo-
ing project, which incorporates a new learning

method proposed by English teachers of Chiba

University and uses Videobook as a hypermedia plat-

form. This has been a good opportunity to test and

improve the usability of Videobmk, and to extract

useful authoring strategies at each design level de-

scribed above.

3.2 Basic features of the English course

The English course is designed for self learning, us-

ing a personal computer with a CD-ROM drive.

Targeted users are Japanese whose TOEIC1 score is

within 200-400 (beginners) and who are not experi-

enced computer users. 18 passages (English dialogues

in audiovisual format) were selected from 5 topics

they experience when traveling in the United States.
The basic structure of the course is based on what

we call ‘three round method.’ In this method, students

1 Test Of English as International Communication.

go through a set of related passages three times while

answering three-level-graded questions. At each level,
questions require gradually higher listening skills, re-

quiring students to understand 1) key words, 2) de-

tails, and 3) the whole passage, respectively. If they

cannot answer questions, they can get hints suggest-

ing points to listen or explaining the situation. In

Figure 2 the learning sequence based on the method is

shown by arrows. In the figure, ‘passage’ denotes a set

of learning materials related to one dialogue, and ‘unit’

denotes a set of passages having a common topic.

The sequence shows that students take the easiest

lessons (roundl) for different passages of a unit, then

intermediate lessons (round2) for the same passages,

and so on. The sequence and materials are carefully

chosen so that students are stimulated and never find

questions too difflcult2.

Questions on:
keywords details contexts

I Unitl(airport)] Rourtdl Round2 Round3

4
hi@ (hotel) I Round 1 Round2 Round3

+
I

Figure 2: ‘llree round method

Since the course was designed for practical use,

the application size became large, as shown below:

Number of CD-ROMs

Audio objects

Image objects

Text objects

5 (One CD-ROM per unit)

2300 (English dialogues,

narration, music)

500 (scanned color photos,

illustrations, graphics)

600 (questions, answers,
hints, glossaries, etc.)

2 Comparing to this course, Project Athena [6] allows

students a more exploratory learning style, rather than

guiding them along a systematic path.
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Lesson time 30 minutes per day

15 hours in total

Expecting that fhe total number of nodes and links

could exceed 10,000, we took the modularization of

the application into small parts as one of the basic

design strategies.

3.3 Authoring procedure

The whole authoring procedure of the course includes

the following steps.
1) Planning: We had careful discussions with the

teachers to determine fundamental specifications as

described in 3.2.

2) Courseware description: The original course-

ware was written by the teachers in ordinary document

form. This was a most natural way, since they knew

little about hypertext.

3) Translatiorx The courseware was translated into

nodes and links. According to Videobook’s data

model, nodes, media data in nodes, and links were de-

scribed as scene, media, and trigger objects, respec-

tively.

4) Audiovisual data creation Audio, photos and il-

lustrations were newly created according to the con-

tent specifications.

5) Integration on Videobook: Scene, media and

trigger objects were created and stored into

Videobook’s database, in parallel with the media con-

tent editing and the presentation style design.

6) CD-ROM writing: Debugged data content and

the database were written to CD-ROM disks.

4 Details of design process

4.1 Original courseware documents

Before going into details, we look at the actual

courseware description. Basically, four types of doc-

uments were written.

1) Global structure tree This describes the global

structure of the courseware as a hierarchy of func-

tional modules, such as opening, question, answer,

exercise, closing, etc. These modules are the units

teachers employed to organize their method.

2) Detailed structure (textual): This describes the

module’s detailed structure as a sequence of data con-

tent specifications with their functional type

(dialogue, question, answer, hint, instruction, etc.)

and media type. It also includes markups to denote

boundaries of the global structure and ‘goto’ state-

ments due to user interaction. A simplified example

is shown in Figure 3.

Q 1 IMarkucIfor functional module Cluestionl ]
Dia16gue
(Graphic)
Instruction
(Audio)
Dialogue(Audio)
Question (Text)

Question (Audio)

Photo of the passenger showing his
passport to the immigration officer
Let’s listen to the dialogue.

Dialogue of passagel
What did the passenger show to the
immigration officer?
What did the passenger show to the
immigration officer?

Figure 3: Detailed structure in textual form

3) Detailed structure (graphical): This is a sup-

plement to visualize state transitions according to

user interaction. Actually, it illustrates the transition

of screen images by menu selection, so that it also

shows a rough idea of the layout of windows and

menu buttons.

4) Content specification compiled for media data

creation: In order to prepare color photos, illustra-

tions, and audio data, their content specifications were

written. The audio specification is a recompilation of

the one used in the detailed structure dccument.

Figure 4 shows examples of document 2 and 3,

written by the teachersl. Thanks to their previous ex-

periments with the three round method, teachers al-

ready had a clear idea of the global structure and the

detailed structure. They immediately started to de-

scribe the detailed structure both in textual and graph-

ical format. The separation of document 2 and docu-

ment 3 was the second best choice, as they wanted to

describe them together. As for multimedia synchro-

nization, they had a serious concern from an educa-

tional viewpoint. However at that moment they could

not imagine how the actual synchronization would

look like, and dld not specify it explicitly.
From the above facts we derive three lessons: 1) if.

previous experience of courseware design is available,

authors can start the design work at a detailed level, 2)

authors want to specify media content and its visual-
ization on the screen in paratlel with the structure de-

sign, and 3) timing specifications can be neglected in

the early stage of the structure design.

1 Markups in Japanese were in the original documents,

and markups in English were added to help the reader.
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Detailed structure (graphical)

n.........................
Teti windows

r

~

I

I

Figure 4: Example of the original documents

4.2 Global structure design

4.2.1 The whole structure

The whole structure is schematically de.wrilbed as

Figure 5. This tree can be regarded as a directory of

modules. Each module on the right side has one in-

coming link and one outgoing link for inter-module

navigation, and the vertical order of the modules

shows the link connections. According to the connec-

1 This is not a mandatory constraint. We allow a :module

to have several inter-module links.

tions, students go through modules in the figure se-

quentially from top to bottom.

Listening---Unitl ----–-Round l----Passagel ----Orientation

came : :-------Opening

:---–--Questionl

:----–-Explanationl

:-------Question2

:-------Explanation2

:–-----Closing

:–-Passage2----Opening

:–-----Question

:—Passage3--–Opening

:–-----Question’

:---RoundPassagelaOpeningOpening

:---Passage2 -----

:---Passage3 -----

:---RoundPassagelagel -----

:--Unit2-------Roundl –-Passage4 -----

Figure 5: Global structure of the whole coursewme

4.2.2 Separation strategies

In order to keep the authoring in a moderate scale, we

need small subtrees. A naive strategy is to separate

the tree of Figure 5. This can be called flow oriented,

since the module sequence in the subtrees still reflects

students’ navigation flow. Although the strategy is

simple, there are two problems: 1) authors do not
necessarily design an application along the navigation

flow, and 2) the strategy is not necessarily the best

way to handle a large amount of data.

Now consider a subtree which gathers all three

round lessons of one passage. We can call it data ori-

ented, since modules sharing the same audiovisual

data are clustered. The comparison is shown in Figure

6. In the data oriented structure, the outgoing link of

module Passage I/Round l/Closing2 does not connect

to its neighbor Passagel/Round2/Opening, but
Passage2/Roundl/Opening included in the subtree of

passage2 (not shown in Figure 6). Likewise

Passage2/Roundl/Closing connects to Passage3/

RoundI/Opening in the subtree of passage3. Then

Passage3/Roundl/Closing connects to Passagel/
Round2/Opening in the subtree of passagel.

2 Passagel/Roundl/Closing is a simplified notation,

regarding the subtrees as file dkectories.
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Although the navigation flow became complicated,

teachers preferred this structure, because passage-by-

passage design was a more natural way for them. We

also prefened it because multimedia data for one pas-

sagt was localized into one subtree. Actually we cre-

ated 18 MS-DOS directories for each subtree and

stored the corresponding Videobook database and data

content in it. One database stored 600 data objects,

which is a manageable size for Videobook editors.

Since revisions and updates of a specific passage often

occurred, this localization was extremely useful. We

could update everything by making changes to just

one database, instead of editing three databases in the

flow oriented structurel.

Flow oriented

Roundl ------Passagel -----Orientation

:-—---Opening

:-------Questionl

:-------Explanationl

:-------Question2

:-------Explanation2

:-------Closing

:---PassageOpeningening

:-------Questionl

:-------Closing

:---Passage3 ----Opening

Data oriented

Passagel -----Roundl ------Orientation

:-------Opening

:-------Questionl

:-------Explanationl
~ :-------Question2

:-------Explanation2

:-------Closing

:----RounOpening-Opening

:-------Question3

:-------Closing

:----Round3 ------Opening
,,

Figure 6: Two separation strategies

Another useful strategy was to design node names
to represent their locations in a subtree. Figure 7

shows an example. If authors get used to the nota-

tion, they can easily see what node they are editing by

its name. And they do not need a browser to search it.

1 The updates were mostly revisions of multimedia data

content, and local changes of presentation styles.

There is neither name collision nor semantic confu-

sion, which easily occur when a hypermedia structure

grows bigger with unorganized node naining. With

the naming we again found advantages of the &ta ori-

ented structure. For example, file names represented

as pOl* (* is an escape code) show that they belong

to passagel. This made the file management quite

easy.

.%’;:5 *:%2:,;
‘ Often shows the display sequence

The name denotes the first scene of passegel/roundl /questionl.

Figure 7: Naming strategy

Now we summarize the lesson of this level. When

the global structure is large, its separation does not

have to be based on the navigation flow. Data ori-

ented separation can be a good solution, since it is a

natural way of authoring and it also localizes multi-

media data. However, when we present the global

structure to students for navigation or as a browsing

aid, it must be flow oriented, since what they actually
must see is the learning sequence.

4.3 Detailed structure design

4.3.1 Definition of nodes and links

Basically, a node should be a complete, unbreakable

unit of information. In our case, teachers took care to

present one clear message to students by one audio

instruction or English dialogue and one whole screen

(not one particular window) synchronously displayed.

Therefore we defined a node as a complete presenta-

tion unit, consisting of an audio object, and of win-

dows and buuons synchronously displayed.

Then we interpreted a link as a mechanism to ac-

tivate the transition from one node to another, and

derived three link types:

1) User driven links: This is an ordinary link acti-
vated by users’ button selection. For this application
most links were of this type, and they were usually

‘goto’ links. Referential links were partly used to refer

to glossary nodes and English dialogue nodes repeat-

edly.

2) Timer$driven links: This link has a timing at-

tribute and is activated automatically at the specified
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time. It was mainly used to describe presentation ori-

ented modules, such as orientation and opening.

3) Condition driven links: This link has a condi-

tion attribute and is activated only when a mlessage

given to the link matches the attribute. This repre-

sents ‘if condition A then goto B’ type of transitions.

We employed it to accept students’ text input for an-

swering questions, and activate links according to

their answers.

In the graphical detailed structure document, teach-

ers did not specify time-based transitions (they just

specified menu buttons for students). Also they did

not clearly distinguish referential type transitions

from ‘goto’ type ones, making it hard to perceive

what transitions are the main stream of the learning

sequence. Therefore it is important to ask courseware

authors what type of transitions they actually want.

4.3.2 Finding nodes and links

We examined both the textual and graphical detailed

structure document and divided the textual specifica-

tions, so that each division included one complete

unit of information. The example shown in Figure 3

is divided into three nodes as shown below.

Nodal Dialogue (Graphic) Photo
Instruction (Audio) Let’s listen to the

dialogue.
Node2 Dialogue(Audio) Dialogue of passagel
Node3 Question (Text) What did the passenger .

Question (Audio) What did the &sser~er ...

Figure 8: Division of detailed structure

Also we defined menu buttons to activate the tran-

sitions. In the above example, teachers specified but-

tons for transitions from Node 1 to Node2, ancl from

Node3 to the neighboring Node4 (not described in

Figure 8). We took the transition from Node2 to

Node3 as timer driven, and added the necessary but-

tons (see Figure 9). In the figure, (User) and (Timer)

denote link types as described above.

Nodal Dialogue (Graphic) Photo
Instruction (Audio) Let’s listen to the ...
Next Button (User) Jump to Node2

Node2 Dialogue(Audio) Dialogue of passagel
Next Button (Timer) Jump to Node3 after the

audio dialogue is over
Noda3 Question (Text) What did the passenger ...

Question (Audio) What did the passenger
Next Button (User) Jump to Node4

Figure 9: Addition of links

4.3.3 Completeness of nodes

In the original specification (Figure 3) teachers speci-

fied that the audio dialogue should be accompanied by

a photo image of the dialogue, which was to be dis-

played prior to the audio. However, in Figure 8,

Node2 does not include the statement for the photo.

That is, Node2 is not the complete presentation unit

intended by the teachers, and makes sense only if it is

accessed from Nodel. This example poses an impor-

tant problem of context dependence and node com-

pleteness. Usually a linear document has a context.

When we derive nodes from the document, we must

be careful what predefine information is necesswy for

anode to be complete.,

In general, a node should be complete and context

free. It makes hypermedia structure simplel and al-

lows flexible linking, Also it helps hypermedia edi-

tors to see what information they are actually editing.

Particularly when authoring is done collaboratively,

keeping the structure understandable becomes the fmt

priority issue. Considering these, we made nodes

complete. In the above case, we added the dialogue

photo to Node2.

On the other hand, making every node complete

can pose efficiency problems. Data storage redundancy

can be avoided by data sharing. Still, we might suffer

from slow node presentation (we need to draw the

same graphic node by node). We believe that the

problem should be solved by introducing a higher
level structuring mechanism: for example, a mecha-

nism to describe context inheritance which excludes

the redundant presentation. Since such mechanisms

are not well investigated, we should fwst design a

simple hypermedia structure equipped with complete

nodes. ~ y employing the data oriented structure

shown in $.2.2 and a data sharing strategy described

in the next section, updating the redundant node de-

scription can be done systematically. And once the

simple structure is obtained, converting it to a more

sophisticated one is an easy task.

4.4 Data content specification design

The original intention of setting this design level was

to allow authors to prepare data content specifkations

apart from hypermedia structuring. In our case, we

needed specifications for color photos, illustrations,

1 Here the term ‘simple’ means that we can expect the

behavior of a hypermedia structure without considering a

user’s previous navigation history.
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and audio data before the structuring. At the same

time we observed that knowing what content was to

be included in what node was essential for designing

nodes and links. Also, we needed the information all

through the authoring procedure. These facts suggest

that the content specification should be incorporated

to a hypermedia authoring environment in much more

integrated ways,

Another important lesson is the need for the speci-

fication of data sharing, which tells what data content

should be shared by what nodes. There are two moti-

vations for data sharing: 1) complete nodes require

repetitive description of the same data content, and 2)

a large amount of audiovisual data cart be a critical

problem for the whole authoring. In our case, the

original audio specification was written without con-

sidering the reuse of data for similar instructions, so

that the total amount exceeded the storage limit (one

CD-ROM per unit)l. We reviewed the specification

to extract common (reusable) instructions, and found

that 900 out of the 2300 audio data could be shared.

Then we revised the detailed structure document to

specify which node had common instructions. As a

result, we saved 3770 of audio data creation work and

stored the whole unit data in one CD-ROM.

4.5 Presentation style design

4.5.1 Videobook in practice

The presentation style design of each scene (node) was

done on Videobook’s scene edkx, in parallel with the

media data editing. The editor has a visual interface

shown in Figure 1, where we graphically specify the

size and location of solids with a mouse. Since teach-

ers asked not to present unnecessary information, the

display style became simple with less than two win-

dows and three buttons centered on the screen.
As for presentation timing, teachers wanted win-

dows or buttons to be synchronized with a specific
phrase of instruction, like ‘let’s go to the next lesson.’

Also they wanted an interval between instructions, so
that students had time to think. We could easily edit

the timing parameters by moving solids along the

time axis and verify the results with a real time scene

presentation function. One problem was the lack of a

mechanism to keep the synchronization constraint be-

tween a phrase and a button, so we often had to fix it

1 The aildio data was digitized in CD format. With

Videobook’s CD editor we segmented the data and

registered each segment as an audio type media object.

manually during the editing.

One teacher joined this design work. He found

Weobook’s visual interface interesting but a little

tricky. He also pointed out some of its problems,

such as instability and the lack of macro commands.
However, he liked the flexibility that allowed any

scene to be edited in any order and the ability of test-

ing various presentation styles. He also liked two

timing control functions which he had not expected

1) auto triggers as timer driven links (see 4.3.1), to

achieve automatic scene change, and 2) ‘repeat’ but-

tons to repeat the current scene presentation,

Another new issue posed by this application was

the complexity of user-input handling. For example,

the courseware required spell checking of students’

typed answers. Also it required sophisticated algo-

rithms to determine the next scene according to their

input. In order to implement these, we introduced

three new functions: 1) external programs as a type of

media object, so that a scene could execute a program

(e.g. a program to check the input and determine the
next event to occur) at a specified time, 2) switch

triggers as condition driven links (see 4.3.1), and 3)

a parameter register, into which an external program

wrote a parameter (e.g. the next scene name) after its

execution. Once the parameter was written, any fol-

lowing switch trigger with t!!e same parameter could

activate an event (e.g. jump to a scene).

T
Switch tsiggerswith
condition parameters

Parameterregister

3 ‘--F ~~t:

/ /
*X

Interaction
Window External

4 &
Progam

/ (Media)

A,B,C

/ I ~uala
‘(Media)

Input
Y

Figure 10: A ‘if then’ type scene example

These enabled us to describe ‘if input is P then go

to Q type of scripts as a scene (see Figure 10), and

worked well for this application. The integration of

timer driven and condition driven events is art interest-

ing issue and needs to be fttrdter investigated.

4.5.2 Lessons for the design strategy

What we learned about the design strategy was that

most of the design work was done after we prepared
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the data content. At fiist (when the audio and the im-

age data were not ready), we tried to edit a Scene’spre-

sentation style without them, and it did not work at

all. The main reason was that we had no feedback,

i.e., the actual appearance of each data conten~ After

creating the content, we tested various style parame-

ters such as window size, text layout and cc)loring,

button layout, synchronization timing, etc., until fix-

ing the final style format.

This fact does not deny the importance of the pre-

sentation style in the earlier design process. Actually

the visualization of screen in the detailed structure

document (see Figure 4) helped the node and link def-

inition. Therefore the lessons are summarized this

way: visualize the basic idea of the style before you

start structuring, and determine the exact parameters

after you get the data content in a good real-time pre-

sentation environment.

5 Discussion

5.1 Evaluation of the whole authoring

Since February 1992 the English course has been

used for training NEC people. So far 45 students have

finished the training and have shown good results.

For example, 9 students whose previous TOEIC

scores were within 200-360 (targeted area) showed 90

points improvement after 12 hours exercise (24

lessons in 3 months). In previous experiments stu-

dents needed twice (or more) as much time to achieve

the same improvement [9]. 22 students answered our

questionnaire and expressed their satisfaction with the

course, giving the average satisfaction score 4.4 out

of 5. They liked its simple learning style and multi-

media pmentation. They never felt the user interface

confusing and wanted to continue the lessons. As a

whole, the English course has proved to be highly ef-

fective and fun to use.

Although it is hard to say to what extent lthe de-

sign strategies have contributed to the application

quality, these helped us to develop it efficientl~y. The

global structure design divided the application into

small parts with less than 200 nodes, a‘ manageable

size for a hypermedia tool without strong database

support. The detailed structure design made Ihe hy-

permedia structure simple and understandable. This

made the English course understandable to students.
Also it made our collaboration go smoothl,y. The

content specification design saved 37$?0of the audio

data creation cost. The presentation style design, to-

gether with the scene presentation function of

Viu%obook, allowed us to test various style possibili-

ties and present multimedia in the most desirable

way. The more important thing is that the design

model helped our collaboration with the teachers go

smoothly, because the four design levels were natural

and understandable to them, too. Considering these,

we believe that the four level design model and strate-

gies have been quite successful for the English course

authoring.

5.2 Summary of design strategies

Hem we summarize the design strategies more gener-

ally. In the following we do not assume that authors

are education experts or that they already have

cottrseware documents.

1) Global structure design strategies

Describe a story as a tree structure of functional mod-

ules. If the tree is large, separate it into subtrees. Data

oriented separation is a useful strategy, helping au-

thors’ natural design procedure and data management.

A ncde naming strategy to represent the tr~ organiza-

tion can atso help the data management.

2) Detailed structure design strategies

Define a unit of presentation. Describe the unit as a

set of content specifications. Alsb visualize the screen

images of the units and specify transitions between

them. Be sure to make the unit complete and context

free. Examine if the transitions are user driven, timer

driven, or condition driven, or if they are ‘goto’ type

or referential type.

3) Data content specification design strategies

Design the content specification together with the de-

tailed structure design. Extract a common, shamble

part from the specifications. When the node and link

structure is derived, specify what data should be shared

by what nodes.

4) Presentation style design strategies

Determine the basic style early, for the detailed struc-

ture design. Keep the style consistent. Specify de-

tailed parameters after creating the data conteng in a

good real-time presentation environment.

5.3 Future work

Most of the design work discussed in this paper has

been done manually, except for the style design on

Videobook. In order to support authors’ scenario writ-

ing work totatly, many issues need to be further in-
vestigated. Here we list just a couple of important is-

sues we are working on.

1) A detailed structure design environment which

helps authors define a presentation unit (node) and a
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transition mechanism (link). It must be able to edit

both data content specifications and transition flows

visually, with screen images.

2) A presentation style design environment which

provides good visual feedback by real time presenta-

tion, even if the data contents are not ready.

3) A template support mechanism to store well

designed specifications as templates and reuse them

for future applications. The templates are useful not

only for data structure, but also for contents and pre-

sentation styles [4].

6 Conclusion

We have described design strategies for scenario-based

hypermedia applications. The strategies are based on

the design model which consists of four levels, speci-
fying global structure, detailed structure, content spec-

ification, and presentation style of the application, re-

spectively. Design strategies based on the model were

actually tested in the authoring of a CD-ROM based

English listening course for Japanese students, and

the followings have been confirmed to be quite use-

ful: 1) data oriented separation in the global structure

design, 2) complete, context free hypermedia structure

in the detailed structure design, 3) data sharing in the

content specification design, and 4) real time scene

presentation in the presentation style design. 45 stu-

dents who actually used the course for 3 months

showed that the course was effective and fun to use.

In summary, the strategies succeeded in developing

the course efficiently while keeping its quality. Since

the model and the strategies are described in general

terms, they can be a good framework to construct a

general scenario writing method for hypermedia appli-

cations.
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